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Abstract—The paper is about the investigation of how new knowledge is created when customer knowledge captured during the use-phase and retirement stage, and firm internal knowledge in an integrated product-service development cycle. Customer knowledge is integrated with firm-internal knowledge and converted into new ideas or solutions through knowledge conversion process, as such enhance the customer value proposition in terms of product and service performance. The main contributions to the literature are threefold. First, we provide how customer knowledge captured from other product life cycle and firm-owned knowledge towards affect new knowledge creation in developing an integrated product-service design. Second, we provide evidence new knowledge creation in an integrated product-service design is crucial in enhancing customer value proposition in terms of product and service performance. Third, we offer knowledge creation process in an integrated product-service design as an important determinant for product-service performance.

Index Terms—Product-service, knowledge creation, product-service performance, SECI.

I. INTRODUCTION
In functional economy, functional sales is addressed rather than the physical product [1], which getting much attention, particularly in developed countries [2]. The terms such as Product-Service (PS), product-related services or full-services are interchangeably used to designate the integrated of PS offerings [3] for selling functions. Functionality describes the ability of integrated PS [4] to provide the ability, usability, or purpose of it, rather than the physical artifact.

PS firms move from traditional selling artifact manufactured to combination of services and products to enhance customer loyalty by having long-term business relationship with customers [5] and offer sustainable solutions [6]. Subsequently, PS enhance existing customer value [7] generate more profit [8] and reduce environmental effect [9]. Flexibility becomes crucial issue as any specific product can be combined with services to meet customer requirement through distinct operational processes [10], [11]. Customer’s experience are explored to improve existing firm core product concept and manufacturing capabilities [12], reduce the needs for service throughout the product usage phase. Hence, PS focus on lengthening the durability of a PS which reduce material/resource usage but at the same time retain the quality [13]. Exploring customer’s experience (CK) and exploiting firm internal knowledge (FIK) gathered from each phase of new PS development are crucial to integrate product functionality and its related services into one solution may have opportunities to succeed [14]. A firm may choose to maintain internal knowledge if the firm is very competitive and at strong position in the industry which that knowledge is sufficient [15]. Explorative and exploitative learning are a complementary concept for optimizing resources and turns the essential processes efficient and effective [16]. Both approaches offer renewed in knowledge, but both differ in cost, learning ability and duration [7].

In the past, much of the researches have shown the importance of customer integration in the concept and design process of new product development [17], [18], innovation [19], [20], product quality [21], service quality [22] and operational performance. On the other hand, previous research on exploitation of FIK also have been discussed by many scholars such as [17]. However, researches on issues captured from a different stage of product development for PS design, is less focused especially customer experiences or the designers’ past experiences which can be transferred to the design phase to facilitate future product improvements [23]. Furthermore, previous researches have shown that designing PS requires multiple discipline perspectives [24] such as different background that contribute to new insights and innovative ideas gained from experiential learning [25] to reduce service requirements during use-phase [17].

Second, with the advance of IT, the larger volume of information available for new insight and options [26], provide better solutions. However firm who fail to leverage knowledge effectively, instead of experience competitive advantage, they will suffer various information related anxiety. Nowadays, individuals and firm face challenge of keeping up with filtration of relevant information. As mentioned by [27], there is no such excess information, but the failure of filter system that create difficulty for decision making due to longer searching and processing time from many information sources. Although the knowledge captured can be stored, distributed and manipulated, but due to high volume it may end as a threat rather than provide positive outcome [28]. The excessive existing and new information without proper filtering process lead to increase in documentation and affect the quality of knowledge created [29]. However, many authors exclude the filtration stage during knowledge creation (e.g. [30]–[32]) except [33] which include filtration stage at the end of knowledge creation cycle, however to the author’s knowledge none apply knowledge creation concept in PS context.

Third, although crucial ideas from the customer are captured, and firm skills and experiences are enormous, that knowledge has less impact if they cannot be converted, integrated, applied and shared. Since new knowledge is the source of innovation, it is crucial to interpret knowledge obtained and to integrate with firm’s owned knowledge to improve current product design and its capabilities. The
previous research has proven knowledge creation process affect new product development [34–36] product success [37], service quality [22] and co-creation for new product development [38]. Knowledge creation process (KCP) can also be conceptualized as a mediator variables between external knowledge and service quality [22]; and buyer-seller social capital and innovation [39]. However, study to test KCP during product design in PS is a mediator between product-service performance and CKE and FIKE.

Understanding the importance of knowledge creation process, therefore the research address three main research question: How knowledge creation process in PS design affect the performance of PS system? The main research question can be answered by the following questions: Do CKE and FIKE enhance KCP during new PS design, and if so, how? How does filtration process play its role in KCP during new PS design? How does the absence of KCP during new PS design will affect the performance of PS? As such, the research main objectives are threefold: first to investigate and explore the role of CKE and FIKE in facilitating KCP during PS design; second to examine how filtration process fit into the existing KCP and enhance PSP; third to examine the role of KCP as a mediator between CKE and PSP, and FIKE and PSP.

The research provides three genuine contributions for literature on knowledge creation process. First, the study deepens our understanding how a theoretical framework with additional concept of filtration enhance the knowledge creation process and yield to better PSP. Second, identify crucial input factors such as CKE and FIKE from the middle of life and end of life of a product development stage to improve PS design through new knowledge creation. Third, discover the importance of KCP in creating more creative, newness, and distinguished knowledge which enhance PSP.

In Section II, we will introduce PS development phase, knowledge creation process, customer knowledge followed by our conceptual framework in Section III. In Section IV we conclude this research by discussion and conclusion remark.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT AND HYPOTHESES

A. PS Development Phase

With adequate resources and supported, PS will be success, if the product critical success factor such as distinctive paybacks to customers, high quality, innovative design, and reasonable price are well planned, designed and implemented [40]. In new product development, the product is created based on market needs that determine the firm success and competitiveness. Furthermore, the information can be collected by understanding the market needs through having communication with them. PS development integrate alignment of existing design and its realization processes of both product and services [41] which apparently becomes a challenge to manufacturing firm, when the firm processes and approaches have to match with the new system [42]. In addition, the provider core capabilities in manufacturing physical products and its corporate culture may lead to anticipated solutions related to the product but in restrict manner [41]. The product development process must ensure the functionality and services are offered to customers, as such integrated PS development integrate tangible product and intangible service to provide solution to customers [43] instead of pure product ownership [44].

Previous research on new product development can be found in many studies (e.g. [4], [17], [45]). Ref. [45] state several phases in product development include (a) Beginning of life (BOL) which refer to the starting point new product concept is developed, clearly defined, manufactured and delivered to customers; (b) Middle of life (MOL) is the utilization of product, services delivered and maintenance for the product; (c) End of life (EOL) product refers to the stage that product is recycled, remanufactured, reused or disposed. Having similar layout of product development, as proposed by [17], the modified version of PS development using CKE and FIKE is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. PS product life cycle for knowledge exploration and exploitation. Modified version of [17].](image)

B. How CKE and FIKE Are Transferred from One Process to Another and Create New Knowledge during PS Design and Development Phase

There are many models related to managing knowledge, among them are von Krogh and Roos, Nonaka/Takeuchi, Choo, Wiig, Boisot and Bennet [46]. These models help firms to appreciate what they have gone through and forecast the future. However, in this research, only Nonaka and Takeuchi model is discussed in detailed, as it is seen relevant in the context of the KCP. Nonaka & Takeuchi’s knowledge creation model is a dynamic model by assuming human knowledge interplay between tacit knowledge and explicit knowledge through human interaction between persons known as Socialization, Externalization, Combination and Externalization (SECI) [47]. During the development of integrated product and service, several types of knowledge are required, they are explicit knowledge (strategies and rationale for products and processes), and tacit knowledge (awareness or insight about processes) [48] and conversion process of new customer tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge. Another element of knowledge filtration is added to Nonaka’s model to purify the quality of knowledge captured and prior knowledge owned by employees through scanning and selection process shown in Fig. 2. Those firms who fail to leverage firm knowledge effectively will suffer
various information related anxiety and face challenge of keeping up with high volume of information that poorly organized and difficult to access and summarize [49]. It also affects stress on individuals in terms of mental overload [50], productivity and financial losses to firms [51]. Several criteria used to scan the knowledge captured: safety, newness, and relevance. Once, scanning process are done, next step is to choose which knowledge is the best suited with the firm’s business objectives.

---

**III. RESEARCH MODEL**

This research model comprises of four main constructs, CKE, FIKE, KCP in PS design and PSP. The research model of the study is as shown in Fig. 3.

---

**A. CKE, FIKE and KCP**

**Socialization.** Employees gather knowledge by learning from past experience, developing and extending the FIKE [5] such as expert knowledge, diagnosis skills, facilities and professional equipment, experience, objectivity and integrity, ethical codes; and relational capital [52]. This knowledge can be gathered from different employees at different stages of PS development phase: product design, manufacturing, use-phase and retirement phase. In addition, new knowledge can be obtained from external sources through socializing with customers [32]. During idea generation, provider starts identifying customer demands through customer suggestion and complaint [53] based on PS operation, direct experience, outcome and value received [54]. In order to solve the current problem, it requires defining problems appropriately, which lead to specifying the requirement that meets PS characteristics. This can be done by focusing on lead users of a product or processes [55]. Different approaches may be used to acquire such knowledge such as customer visits, brainstorming with customer, dialogues, in-depth interviews, knowledge repository / firm databases, customer management systems, and decision support tools, observations of social networking sites, blog, online communities, and forum. These “experiential sharing” or exchange of specialized skills enhances new knowledge created during PS design.

**Filtration.** Filtration is a process where knowledge gathered or created is filtered to ensure knowledge obtained conform to the firm predefined goals and objectives [56] and potential harmful knowledge will be eliminated from the database [57]. This step requires careful discussion among team members to decide which knowledge will stay or face out. Unnecessary, spillover or redundant knowledge are discarded to improve the quality of knowledge asset using the filtering system [58]. Only unique, relevant, and potential knowledge will be selected for creation of new knowledge. The more customer knowledge captured, the more filtration process has to take place, to purify new knowledge obtained. As for FIKE, the filtration process is as equally required for CKE. The reason is knowledge can decline in value based on several factors, such as time, environment, different sectors/ target customers, and technology changes. Thus, filtration process applies to newly captured knowledge or prior knowledge owned by employees.

**Externalization.** In the externalization stage, customer knowledge is articulated in common terms and explicit concepts such as metaphors, analogies, hypotheses and models [59], images, symbols, and language including design and product concepts [60]. Nonaka & Takeuchi also refer this activity as “creating new concept”. For example in PS modelling, both product and service are equally important, thus the designing of both aspects must take place concurrently at the beginning of the new PS development [61]. Customer support during after-sales service is crucial for customer satisfaction, firm competitiveness, increase product success [62]. As such the authors suggest, the concept of service should be designed in the product for cost efficiency and effectiveness. Furthermore, the decision making during designing new product concept will affect product reliability, maintenance and repair [62]. Because of that, customers’ feedback from the use-phase and retirement stage must be analyzed carefully and need to be translated into understandable meaning. Therefore, a new concept of the new solution can be determined. At this stage, not only CKE is important, but FIKE such as experiences gathered through all stages in PS development. By utilizing IT application system [63], the interaction of both knowledge can be simplified.

**Combination.** FIKE such as experience, mental models, and thoughts and the new explicit knowledge articulated by individual employees are combined with other employee knowledge, later processed into more complex and systematic, explicit knowledge [64]. For example in PS design, once, new unique ideas either related to product or its services functions are collected, customers’ need can be developed by combining with FIKE [42] such as skills, strategy, and previous experiences gathered during PS developments. The combination process involves reconfigure current explicit knowledge through sorting, adding, reorganizing, and combining processes which yield to new explicit knowledge [65] using IT system [64]. The service concept is a solution to a customer problem through activities and interaction experienced during consumption. Seven examples of service elements suggested by [62]: installation, user training, documentation, maintenance and repair, on-line support,
warranty, and upgrades. Another product concept that need to be incorporated during product design is sustainability issue, in terms of reduce waste, reduce the usage of material, recyclable and re-use material and easy to disassemble for disposal [66]. Later, new concept must be analyzed in terms of its feasibility such as technical availability, adaptability, viability, and cost-benefit before it is executed. Once the detail design is defined, a model or a prototype is built to validate, and verify the product design appear as what it is planned.

Internalization. During internalization process, embedded knowledge such as shared norm and firm routines are formed once explicit encoded knowledge is transformed into new tacit knowledge by embodying explicit knowledge through learning by doing, training, documentation or simulations [67]. During training, new product and service concept are applied so they become individual’s knowledge [64]. Later, this trigger a new cycle of knowledge creation when team members socialize and share the new ideas [67]. This phase is crucial [68] as it affects knowledge creation and respond to changes, innovate and achieve firm competitive advantage. It also contributes to the development of competency among employees and innovative capability of the firm. In order to allow knowledge can be reused for future use, knowledge should be recycled and upgraded whenever necessary. Finally this collective new concept and design knowledge is transformed into new tacit when it is embodied in shared norm and firm routines through learning by doing, training and simulation [67]. At this stage, an increase in capturing customer knowledge will increase the ability of employees to embodying explicit knowledge, similarly firm past experiences are crucial input for new knowledge creation.

B. CKE, FIKE and PSP

A customer value proposition is the basis understanding how the products or services are experienced by the target user and gain the benefits of consuming the products. It is the core element of business model and the first step in developing a business model that describes the logic connection of products and services offer to the customer [69] and solve customers’ needs or their problems [70]. The relationship between firms and their customers is clearly defined by value proposition, which develop not because of specific products or services but relatively by the value exchange between provider and intended users whom the products are designed for [71]. Without customer value proposition, it is similar to business without the target in the marketplace. Hence, new product development is considered success when it can contribute to earning revenue and meeting firm objectives by fulfilling customer needs and satisfaction PSP is measured based on product and service quality. Product quality include such as product functionality, durability, compatibility, its design [37] and price [72]. The service quality measures the effective and efficient transformation of resources in the form of services that satisfy customer’s need [73].

The objectives of CKE are to enhance customer satisfaction through value proposed to them besides gaining other benefits such as innovativeness [74] flexibility, timely response to customer demands, long term relationship and increase in revenue [75]. Furthermore, previous study already proved customer knowledge provides some sort of benefits such as PS offering [76], service quality [22], and firm’s sustainable innovation [77]. Similarly, FIKE is also an important enabler for PS design, quality, and its development speed [17]. The provider may customize product offering by utilizing its resources to identify specific patterns and rules regarding domain-specific knowledge about customer needs through relationship invested for their knowledge exchange [78]. The capabilities of the provider to create new and utilize previous knowledge is depending on how the provider interprets and integrate them [45]. Previous research has clearly stated that exploitation and exploration activities have a different effect on firm performance [79]. It seems that FIKE improves current performance in the existing environment in terms of its efficiency and effectiveness of the existing system. On the other hand, CKE provides long-term benefit through employees’ abilities, experience, training and skills are enhanced internally from time to time to perform the assigned task [79]. This may affect the efficiency and effectiveness of product offering while at the same time innovate the approach used to deliver customer service. PSP is the final research output or value proposed to customers based on product design performance.

C. KCP and PSP

Socialization. Knowledge captured from service delivery during use-phase and retirement stage is crucial for product design phase to enhance existing and future product design. The customer may share their personalized experience [80] with the team members for example personal expertise, value search [81], feeling, emotion, experience and mental model [80] through creative dialogue. This knowledge provides idea generation to solve current problem by focusing on lead users as they represent strong influences of a future product or process [37]. Socialization during concept development with customers enable customer experiential learning in terms of product quality standards, design of products, production plans, and costs are shared [75]; allow PS provider to be in a better position to integrate their knowledge for innovative product concept [37]; and ensure the concept for the new functionality meets their requirements [82].

Filtration. Through socialization process, however, ideas or suggestions captured can be enormous that lead to knowledge spillover. In addition, the high volume of knowledge may not guarantee they meet the pre-specified quality and conform to the firm predefined goals and objectives [56]. Harmful knowledge should be discarded from the firm database [57] as they cause firm to have difficulties in searching, handling, evaluating knowledge, and making right decision, besides facing disappointment and personal stress [49]. Only, unique, relevant, and potential knowledge will be considered for the creation of new knowledge. The more CKE and FIKE, the more filtration process activities will take place to purify new or existing knowledge according to specified targets in designing new integrated PS.

Externalization. During the planning stage the focus is on generating new knowledge, new solution for both types of PS developments by identifying customer suggestions and
complaints [53]. The key ideas are to define problems appropriately which lead to specifying the requirement that meet PSP. One way is to focusing on lead users of a product or processes as they represent strong influence of a future product or process [55]. After distinguished ideas captured from customers, employee generates understanding of what to be developed by externalizing the understanding into metaphors or concept creation. By identifying the customers’ need, customer satisfaction is enhanced. During this mode, the team able to apply metaphor to replicate the current requirement in future product that enabled them to produce the desired effects and create new concept. This mode is crucial during product design for both product and service modeling. PS design focus on the durability of a product by reducing resources usage without jeopardising the quality [13], enhance existing customers’ value [7] generate more profit [8] and reduce environmental effect [9], [12].

Combination. Internal and external knowledge design are combined, expecially knowledge from service designers or customers feedbacks on service, maintenance and product retirement. These feedbacks are required to create new complicated and systematic concepts: diagrams, flowcharts, graphs, and models, which will enhance previous design in terms of product functions or service quality. Combination assists the new product based on the firm’s existing capabilities, technically and economically thus project team has a better understanding of the new product concept created objectives and requirement [37].

Internalization. In planning for concept design, PS focus to generate as many ideas that might be feasible for developing PS. Internalization of explicit knowledge to tacit knowledge (embodying explicit knowledge into tacit knowledge) stimulates the realization of new product innovation in the firm [83]. New knowledge in terms of technical know-how or mental model [65] which can improve service processes and performances are internalized via application or participation [84], simulation or experiment [64]. The new knowledge applied through prototyping, testing and benchmarking then disseminated to other functional units. Furthermore, many studies have proven internalization lead to greater flexibility in distributing information [84] that leads to better idea generation in planning and designing PS, reduce response time and obtaining better adaptation of environmental change. Finally, the newly created concept is disseminated to other unit during planning and implementation of product design.

D. The Mediating Effect of KCP in PS Design on CKE-FIKE and PSP

PS delivery, offer several benefit life and use, efficient use of resources, reduced life-cycle environmental impact [85]. At the same time, customer gain benefits in terms of accessibility, evolve-ability, interoperability, maintainability, modularity, portability and scalability [85]. In other words, customers may enjoy new functionalities and value delivered to them through service enhancement. In product development, customer knowledge and firm experience provide valuable knowledge to design new product concept. New knowledge created through KCP: sharing, filtering, creating concepts, justifying new concept, and application of new concepts. Without KCP, the interaction between new knowledge captured from external sources and previously acquired knowledge may have little impact on new knowledge creation thus performance of an integrated PS becomes stagnant. Previous finding by [22] shows knowledge chain play full mediated role between external knowledge and service quality. The mediator, at this point provides a process where internal and external knowledge can be interpreted, upgraded, applied and shared in the new project development.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study has implication on theoretical and practical. First, in terms of theoretical the paper offers novel views of how the KCP using SEfCI approach during an integrated PS design to mediate the effect between the PSP and CKE and FIKE. Second, additional process during knowledge creation, Filtration is added to the original SECI process to ensure the information gathered during socialization is filtered according to the firm’s objective and requirement. Third, the research also demonstrates the importance of new search especially customer knowledge from the user-pays and retirement stage during the PS product design, while at the same time maintain the exploitation of existing capabilities to enhance new concept creation that has the ability to embed the service and end-of-life options in the product design.
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